When you have to be right

Introducing Clarion

Delivering Clear Business Insight

“Having this available
allows us to know which
experts to bring in to
assist with a deal and
alert us to possible
problem areas. It
helps identify material
relationships and
locate agreements
and other documents
and disclosures.”
Attorney,
Private Equity
and Venture Capital
Practice Group

Clarion by Wolters Kluwer now features detailed Company Profiles,
giving you deeper insight into business operations, management,
board, and subsidiary relationships.
Powered by FactSet, Clarion supports the legal professional’s most important activities:
M&A Due Diligence: Jumpstart the due diligence process with revenue sources, customers,
suppliers, competitors, partners, management, board, and subsidiaries. Quickly find the
information you need to prepare due diligence requests and identify material filings, contracts, and agreements that could impact the deal. Clarion’s deep business relationship data
ensures an efficient and complete assessment of all risks and relationships of the merger
target.
Strategic Advisement: Identify potential business and partnership opportunities, surface
potential conflicts, and evaluate alliances, opportunities, enhancing your role as a strategic
advisor.

Get the Insight You Need in Minutes, Not Hours
With the simple, intuitive dashboard, point-and-click interface, and a rapid download
feature, the information you need is instantly accessible. Clarion by Wolters Kluwer fully
empowers you to take greater control of business-related research with minimal training
and time commitment.

Ascertain the Most Important Business Relationships
Clarion instantly presents a company’s business and subsidiary relationships as well as
management details, in an easy to understand dashboard designed for legal practice:
• Business Profile, Management, & Board

• Entity Structure Map

• Industry Sectors (including all subsectors)

• Competitors

• Revenue by Country

• Partners

• Customers

• Suppliers
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Clarion will boost your productivity
•Q
 uickly identify customers, suppliers, partners, competitors, subsidiaries, executives, board members,
and key business details
•S
 urface potential country business risks and conflicts on a global basis

New Company Profile includes detailed
Business Description, Management and
Board Profile, and Entity/Subsidiary Chart

Surface a comprehensive
set of Supplier, Customer,
Partner, and Competitor
relationships

Entity Structure
Reveals Subsidiary
Relationships

Management and Board
provides deeper insights

Jumpstart the Due Diligence Process
• Quickly prepare lists of all customers, suppliers,
competitors, partners, and country revenues for a
potential target
• Identify potential sources of critical contracts,
partnerships, and operating agreements.

• Gain insights to assemble the due diligence team
• Identify all subsidiary relationships
• Prepare due diligence requests
• Prioritize documents based on disclosure relevance

Uncover Risks and Material Disclosure Matters
• Analyze revenue by country, to better assess market,
geographical, and political risk on a global scale.
• Quickly uncover the potential risks and opportunities
facing clients by revealing all customer and supplier
relationships.

• Highlight potential antitrust issues by revealing market
overlap and subsidiary relationships in key industries
and geographies.
• Identify competitors and peer firms to aid in disclosures
and to help identify precedent documents

• A ssist your client in identifying potential acquisition
targets or locating possible buyers, increasing leverage
in M&A negotiations and more directly informing key
decision-making.

• Enhance current client relations surface client conflicts,
and grow your advisement services by establishing
deeper involvement in your client’s business.

For more information, contact your Wolters Kluwer account representative or call 1-800-638-8437
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